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Abstract
The paper presents a novel approach to automated compiler test suite generation
based on the source level specication. Several coverage criteria are introduced.
The application of the proposed methodology to testing the realistic programming
language is discussed.
1 Introduction
Developing an adequate set of tests also called a test suite is an important
part of the software development process. We faced this problem while work-
ing on the mpC parallel programming language [18] compiler. The general
task was to develop a test suite for checking whether the particular compiler
implementation correctly processes the source language.
In this case study we focus on testing language expressions. mpC provides
powerful operators for array-based and parallel computations. That is why
mpC expressions are complicated and diÆcult to implement and require thor-
ough testing. However the proposed techniques are also applicable to other
parts of the language.
Our approach is a sort of \specication-based testing" [20,24,2]. We use
the Montages formalism [15] for modeling mpC expressions semantics. The
formal semantics of the visual Montages formalism is based on Xasm [5,14], a
programming language, based on Gurevich's Abstract State Machines [9] and
Tree Finite State Machines, a concept recently introduced by Kutter [21]. The
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semantics has been implemented using the Gem-Mex tool, which is the part
of the Xasm open source project [1].
We use the source language specication for three dierent purposes:

Test cases generation. We use the static semantics part of the speci-
cation (syntax productions, constraints) to generate both a set of statically
correct, and a set of statically incorrect programs, which constitute a posi-
tive and a negative test suite, respectively.

Test oracle generation.The dynamic semantics part of the specication
(execution behavior) is used for generating trustable output of a test pro-
gram. Test oracle compares actual and trustable outputs for a particular
test. If results are not identical the verdict is failure.

Providing test coverage criteria. The specication coverage analysis
demonstrates whether all parts of the specication are exercised by the test
suite. If the coverage criteria are satised then no more test cases are needed,
otherwise additional test programs should be added to the test suite.
The approach discussed in this paper is an improvement of our previous
results [4,3]. Two new results are introduced:

Several coverage notions for Montages specications are introduced and
discussed.

An approach for generating negative test cases is presented.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains how mpC expression
semantics was dened using Montages. Coverage criteria are introduced in
Section 3. The architecture of the test suites is presented in Section 4. Section
5 overviews the test generation process. Practical results and related work
are discussed in Sections 6 and 7 respectively. Section 8 overviews possible
directions of future research.
2 The Montages Specication for mpC Expressions
2.1 Abstract State Machines
Abstract State Machine (ASM) is a new and powerful approach to specication
of large-scale realistic software and hardware systems. We refer the reader to
[9] for a detailed denition.
The state of an Abstract State Machine is given by the collection of func-
tions on an abstract set called superuniverse. The basic ASM operation is an
update which is dened as a function f value modication at a location given
by a value of a tuple < t
1
; : : : ; t
r
>:
f(t
1
; : : : ; t
r
) := t
r+1
The ASM is driven by transition rules. The expression above called an up-
date rule is a basic transition rule. More complex transition rules are obtained
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by recursive application of parallel composition or a conditional constructor.
Parallel composition
The sequence of rules is a rule. The execution of a sequence of rules is
dened as a simultaneous (parallel) execution of rules comprising the sequence
(i.e. all updates dened by the rules take place simultaneously).
Conditional constructor
If g
1
; : : : ; g
k
are Boolean terms and R
1
; : : : ; R
k
are rules then the following
expression is a rule:
if g
1
then R
1
elseif g
2
then R
2
.
.
.
elseif g
k
then R
k
endif
If at a given state S guard g
i
holds and every g
j
with j < i fails then the
execution of the rule described above is dened as the execution of the rule
R
i
.
2.2 Montages.
Montages [15] are a visual formalism for describing programming language
syntax, static and dynamic semantics. Montages have been successfully used
for the specication of Oberon [16], Java [25] and other programming lan-
guages. The formal semantics of the visual Montages formalism is based on
Xasm [5,14], a programming language, based on Gurevich's Abstract State
Machines [9] and Tree Finite State Machines, a concept recently introduced
by Kutter [21].
The language specication is given as a collection of Montages. Each
Montage denes the static and dynamic semantics of a particular language
construct.
A Montage consists of several parts: a production rule, a local state ma-
chine, attribute denitions, constraint and dynamic semantics rules.
Static semantics is dened by the attribute grammar. After evaluating
attributes the constraint is evaluated. If constraints for all AST nodes are
evaluated to true the program is considered valid otherwise it is rejected.
The local state machine is expressed using MVL (Montage Visual Lan-
guage). An MVL graph may contain nodes of three kinds:

Ovals. Oval nodes represent states. The string associated with an oval is
used to identify ASM actions which are triggered if the state is visited.
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
I and T. Special nodes marked I and T denote entry and exit states of the
machines.

Boxes. Boxes represent the local state machines associated with siblings of
a Montage. They are labeled in accordance with the corresponding right-
hand-side non-terminals of the Montage's production rule.
Dotted arrows between nodes visualizes the local control ow, i.e. control
ow within Montage. The local control ow denes an order in which states
are visited.
Arrows may be labeled by boolean predicates called \ring conditions".
The transition dened by an arrow is performed only if the corresponding
predicate is evaluated to true.
For giving dynamic semantics, Montages use Tree Finite State Machines
(TFSM) [21]. The idea of TFSM is to give a state machine where the states
are tuples of a node in the AST, and a state in a simple machine, given here
by MVL. For each node in the AST, only states of the MVL machine in the
corresponding Montage are allowed. Transitions of TFSMs are quintuples:
(src node, src state, c, trg node, trg state)
leading control from the tuple (src node, src state) to the tuple (trg node,
trg state) if condition c evaluates to true.
The local control ow arrows in the MVL machines can now be mapped
into TFSM transitions where the source and target nodes, respectively states
are determined by resolving the boxes and ovals being source and target of
the MVL arrows.
The execution of a program according to its Montages semantics is dened
as follows. Let the current state be denoted as (CNode, CState).

the execution starts in the TFSM state being built by the root of the AST,
and the I-state of the MVL machine corresponding to that node. Thus
CNode is the root, and CState is I.

at every step of the execution:
 the action associated with CState is executed, in an environment of the
node CNode. Typically the action will read and write to attributes of
CNode.
 then a TFSM transition starting at (CNode, CState) is chosen, among
those where the condition c evaluates to true. The condition evaluation
may refer to both the source node CNode, and the target node of the
transition.
 the current node CNode is then updated to the target node of the chosen
TFSM transition, and the current state CState is updated to the target
state of the chosen TFSM transition.
Example 2.1 Consider a simple language dened by only two Montages (Fig-
ure 1). Figure 2 demonstrates language expression 1 + 2, corresponding AST
and the visual representation of the resulting TFSM execution.
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Fig. 1. Montages for a sample language.
Expr
ConstConst
setval setval calcI T
1 + 2Expression:
AST:
Flat State
Machine:
Fig. 2. TFSM execution for expression 1 + 2.
3 Montages-oriented Coverage Criteria
Below several coverage criteria for Montages specications are introduced. In
the sequel we assume that S is a specication under test, L is a language
dened by Montages production rules and M = fM
1
; : : : ;M
n
g is a set of
all Montages in S. The set comprising local state machines states for all
Montages fromM is denoted by ST (M).
We will often use the word \res" instead of \executes" when talking about
ASM rules or instead of \is visited" when talking about TFSM states.
3.1 ASM Coverage.
Coverage notions for ASM have been studied in [2]. We consider strong parallel
rule coverage which is one of the most powerful coverage criterion for ASM
specications. Below we just recall the notion introduced in [2].
Let fr
i
g; 1  i  m be a set of ASM rules.
Denition 3.1 The n-tuple T of ASM rules from fr
i
g is called unreable if
all the n rules from T can never simultaneously re.
Denition 3.2 The test suite satises the strong parallel rule coverage for a
transition rule fr
i
g if for every n, 1  n  m every n-tuple of rules from fr
i
g
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is either unreable or is simultaneously red by execution of at least one test
sequence from the test suite.
The notion introduced above could be easily extended for the case of Mon-
tages specication.
Denition 3.3 An ASM rule constructed from update rules by the parallel
composition is called basic block.
Denition 3.4 The strong parallel rule coverage for the set M of Montages
is satised if for every state st from ST (M) the strong parallel rule coverage is
satised for the set BB(R(st)) of all basic blocks of the rule R(st) associated
with the state st.
The fulllment of the strong parallel rule coverage criteria guarantees that
any possible combination of update rules is exercised by the test suite. How-
ever those criteria addresses only one aspect of the dynamic semantic execution
{ ring ASM rules. To address another aspect { the TFSM states traversal
additional coverage notions should be introduced.
3.2 Combining TFSM and ASM Rule Coverage
Denition 3.5 Let st
1
; : : : ; st
n
be states from ST (M) and let T
1
; : : : ; T
n
be
ASM rules tuples, where T
i
 BB(R(st
i
)) for all i; 1  i  n. The n-tuple
fst
1
< T
1
>; st
2
< T
2
>; : : : ; st
n
< T
n
>g is called n-state path.
Denition 3.6 The n-state path fst
1
< T
1
>; st
2
< T
2
>; : : : ; st
n
< T
n
>g
is called reable if there is such program whose dynamic semantics execution
sequentially visits states st
1
; : : : ; st
n
and res tuple T
i
of ASM rules at the
state st
i
for all i; 1  i  n.
Denition 3.7 The test suite satises the n-state path coverage for the set
M of Montages if for every reable n-path there is such test program from
the test suite whose dynamic semantics execution sequentially visits states
st
1
; : : : ; st
n
and res tuple T
i
of ASM rules at the state st
i
for all i; 1  i  n.
Denition 3.8 The test suite satises the strong n-state path coverage for
the set M of Montages if for every m, 1  m  n the test suite satises
m-state path coverage for M.
The direct consequence of the above denition is that strong parallel rule
coverage is the strong 1-state path coverage (which is equivalent to 1-state
path coverage).
The coverage criterion A is stronger than the coverage criterion B if any
test suite satisfying A satises B. The n-state path coverage is not necessary
stronger than (n 1)-state path coverage but the strong n-state path coverage
is greater then strong (n  1)-state path coverage.
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3.3 Coverage Notions for Semantics Constraints
The coverage criterion discussed in this section is aimed at measuring a quality
of test suites constructed from semantically-incorrect tests.
The program is rejected if at least one of semantic constraints is violated.
In most cases semantic constraint can be formulated as a simultaneous ful-
llment of several conditions C
1
; : : : ; C
n
, called basic conditions for a given
constraint. In this case the corresponding boolean expression looks as follows:
C
1
& : : :&C
n
.
Thus constraint violation consists in violating of at least one of its basic
conditions. The violation of each basic condition is a semantic error which
should be correctly processed by the compiler. The fulllment of the coverage
criterion (denition 3.10) introduced below guarantees that all such errors are
exercised by the test suite.
Denition 3.9 The constraint coverage for a constraint C
1
& : : :&C
n
is sat-
ised if for any k, 1  k  n, there is a program from the test suite such as
C
k
= false and C
i
= true for all i, 1  i  n; i 6= k.
Denition 3.10 The constraint coverage for a set of MontagesM is satised
if for every Montage from M the constraint coverage for its constraint is
satised.
The following simple fact from rst-order logic justies that the fulllment
of the criterion 3.10 is always possible if every specication constraint does
not contain redundant basic conditions.
Fact 3.11 Let C
1
& : : :&C
n
be a semantic constraint for some Montage from
M. One of the following statements is true:
(i) There is a program from L such that C
n
= false and C
1
=    = C
n 1
=
true for this program.
(ii) C
1
& : : :&C
n 1
&C
n
= C
1
& : : :&C
n 1
for any program from L (i.e. codi-
tion C
n
is redundant)
Informally it means that for well-designed specication the criterion 3.10
is always achievable.
If a generated test suite does not satisfy the criterion 3.10, i.e. for some
constraint C the criterion 3.9 is not satised, then this constraint should be
inspected and freed from redundant conditions. If no redundant conditions
are detected then the test suite should be extended to meet the criterion 3.9
for constraint C.
Like this besides testing the implementation, negative tests help to identify
the redundant conditions in the specication.
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4 The Test Suite Architecture
Usually a compiler test suite consists of two sets of test cases: positive test
cases and negative test cases. Further in the paper those sets are referred as
positive test suite and negative test suite respectively.
Positive test cases are semantically and syntactically correct programs ac-
companied with their trustable outputs. A test program contains several ini-
tializations of variables being involved in the expression under test, expression
itself and the \printf" function call for outputting the expression value.
6
The positive test suite run is organized as follows. First, every program
from the test suite is compiled by the compiler under test. Second, the ob-
tained binary le is executed to produce actual output. Third, actual output
is compared with trustable one. If outputs are not identical the verdict is
failure.
Since we address only testing the implementation of language semantics
not syntax the negative test cases are syntactically correct programs with one
or more semantic mistakes.
The run of negative test suite is organized as follows. Each test program
is compiled by the compiler under test. The test oracle checks whether the
compiler recognizes the semantic error properly, i.e. the compiler reported an
error rather then produced an output or crashed.
5 Generating the Test Suite from the Specication
The proposed scheme of test suite generation is depicted in Figure 3. We omit
some technical details in order to make explanation clear and concise.
Iterator
Input
Template
Expressions Filter
Negative
Tests
Positive
Tests
PositiveTest
Suite
Specification
Remaining
cases
Negative
Test Suite
Fig. 3. The scheme of the test suite generation.
6
Due to the space limitations we omit some technical details of constructing an oracle for
a positive test case which could be found in [4]
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5.1 Iterator
The Iterator produces syntactically correct mpC expressions from the Tem-
plate and Input les. Then produced expressions are processed by the Mon-
tages specication and expressions violating semantics constraints are ltered
out.
The Iterator generates test programs from two les: Template and Input.
Template is a set of several mpC operators. Input is a set of several mpC
expressions. The generation is implemented as a substitution of operands
from Input as operands of operators from Template.
The initial contents of the Input le is provided by the tester (a person who
organizes the test suite generation). It typically consists of basic expressions
like constants and identiers. Therefore rst step of the generation produces
only expressions containing one operator. At the second step expressions
generated at the rst step recognized as positive test cases are used as an Input.
It makes possible the generation of expressions containing two operators. The
third step uses expressions generated at the second step and so on.
5.2 Filter
The Filter carries out two tasks: separating correct and incorrect programs
and ltering out test cases which do not increase coverage (see Figure 4).
Correctness
Verifier
Dynamic
Semantics
Coverage
Analyser
Correct
Programs
Incorrect
Programs
Constraints
Coverage
Analyzer
Program
increases
Coverage?
Positive
Test
Suite
Program
increases
Coverage? NO
NOYES
Negative
Test
Suite
YES
Fig. 4. The Filter's scheme.
The Correctness Verier is the specication executable returning non-zero
return code on incorrect test programs.
The Constraint Coverage Analyzer is based on the constraint coverage.
For any constraint C, C = C
1
& : : :&C
n
it constructs n-tuple of values of
basic conditions C
i
on a processing test program. If the tuple has exactly
9
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one false element and it does not belong to the set T (C) of already obtained
tuples for C then the tuple is added to the set C and the processing test
program is appended to the negative test suite. Otherwise the program is
ltered out and the set T (C) is not modied.
The Dynamic Semantics Coverage Analyzer is based on strong n-state path
coverage. If for some 1  m  n the processing test program traverses m-
paths which are absent in the set P of processed paths then all new traversed
m-paths are added to P and the test is added to the positive test suite.
We can manage the generation process by tuning the coverage criterion.
The stronger coverage criterion provides less restrictive ltering. One of the
possibble options is to skip coverage checking at all.
6 Practical Results
The proposed approach was successfully applied to testing of the mpC parallel
programming language compiler. More then 30 mistakes in both static and
dynamic semantics processing were found and xed. As a result the compiler
quality was signicantly improved.
Another practical outcome of proposed methodology was the improvement
of the language documentation: some contradictions in the expression part of
the language semantics were discovered. Along with testing the implementa-
tion the formal specication was also tested. We found several errors in the
initial version of the mpC specication.
6.1 Positive Test Suites
mpC is a two-level ANSI C extension. The rst level (also called C[]) [8]
supports array-based computations in a spirit of FORTRAN 90 [19]. The
language introduces special operators for manipulating arrays as a whole.
The second level extends C[] with facilities for parallel computations. mpC
expressions could be used for expressing both computations and data exchange
between dierent computing nodes. More information could be found in [18].
Our rst attempt was to address only the C[] part. The idea was to start
the generation with Template le consisting of all possible C[] operators and
the Input le consisting of operands of all principally dierent types (all scalar
types and vectors of one and two dimensions). The coverage tracking was not
applied and negative tests were not addressed.
The rst step of the test suite generation produced 135 test cases. New
Template le was obtained by merging the initial contents of Template le
and the set of generated expressions. The second run of the test generator
produced 13473 test cases.
The analysis of failed tests demonstrated that step 2 introduces a new kind
of errors (run-time error) and new errors of existing kinds. This conrms the
intuitive idea that a test suite consisting of expressions with only one operator
10
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is not suÆcient for comprehensive testing.
The straightforward application of the same approach to testing the com-
plete set of mpC operators faced signicant troubles due to the dramatic
increasing of the number of test cases. The rst iteration produced 447 test
cases thus making the second iteration impossible. The analysis of generated
test suites showed that a lot of tests in fact test the same language feature
and the amount of tests can be signicantly decreased. This clearly indicated
the necessity of applying the coverage criteria.
As in the case of C[] we started with the Template le consisting of all
mpC operators and the Input le consisting of the set of mpC operands with
all possible principally dierent combinations of types and distributions. Since
the rst iteration generates expressions containing one operator and the second
iteration contain two or more operators we applied strong parallel rule coverage
for the rst iteration. First iteration produced 43 positive and 68 negative
test cases. The obtained positive and negative test suites satised the strong
parallel rule coverage and constraint coverage criteria respectively.
Applying strong parallel rule coverage decreases the number of generated
test cases in 10 times (from 447 to 43). We compared compiler bugs detected
by the both test suites. Surprisingly there was only one code-generator error
in the large test suite (447 test cases) which was not detected by the small one
while the total amount of distinct errors detected by the small test suite was
more then 10. This result conrms that the strong parallel rule coverage cri-
teria is a practically valuable coverage measure for the expressions containing
one operator.
The situation with static semantics errors is less optimistic: the large test
suite detected 4 new errors in the static semantics analyzer while the small
one detected only 1 such error. This is an expectable result since the proposed
coverage criteria are based on the dynamic semantics. Therefore testing of the
static semantics processing requires the dierent coverage criteria. Maybe one
of the approaches proposed in [10,17] should be applied.
The second iteration was driven by 2-state path coverage. There were
generated 646 positive test cases. The number of negative test cases remained
the same since the constrained coverage criterion was satised by the rst
iteration. The run of the generated test suites discovers a lot of dierent bugs
in the compiler. The distribution of failed tests is summarized in the following
table:
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1st Step 2nd Step
No Errors 19 180
Static Semantics 9 95
Code Generation 10 234
Segmentation Fault 1 45
Result Mismatch 0 13
Run-time Error 4 79
The positive test suite generated at the second iteration highlighted several
bugs which do not appear on the rst-level test suite. It justies the necessity
of introducing of n-state path coverage criteria.
6.2 Negative test suite
The negative test suite of the 68 test cases discovered 4 bugs in static semantics
processing. The careful analysis of the coverage tracking results helps to detect
several redundant conditions in the specication constraints.
7 Related Work
The specication-based testing is a well-known testing methodology addressed
in [20], [11], [12], [24], [2]. The main benet of the specication-based testing is
the possibility of producing implementation-independent test suites. Obtained
test suites are used for conformance testing.
Papers [24,2] address ASM-based testing: dierent coverage notions as well
as strategies for automatic test suite generation are investigated. However the
proposed approaches are aimed at testing of API or FSM-based systems.
There are several works addressing the compiler testing. Grammar-based
approaches to the testing of the implementation of the language syntax and
static semantics are addressed in [10,17,13]. Authors propose coverage criteria
for attribute grammars and coverage oriented test generation strategies. Paper
[10] considers negative test cases. The proposed approaches are suitable for
testing the language static semantics, the dynamic semantics is not considered
at all.
In the work [22] the approach based on the grammar transformations is pre-
sented. Authors successfully applied it for testing the compiler optimization
transformations. The language grammar is transformed in order to address
only language constructs which are in the scope of testing. This makes the
automatic test generation feasible. However neither the coverage criteria nor
the test oracle construction are addressed.
Several authors address the problem of generating oracles for compiler
12
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tests [6,7,23]. The proposed approaches are aimed at checking preserving the
original semantics of the transformed programs. The construction of the test
oracle for positive test cases generated by the tool described in this paper is
addressed in [4] in detail.
8 Future Work
The coverage-based generation proposed in this paper is a step towards re-
ducing the number of redundant test cases and the time for the test suite
generation. However the problem of a huge amount of test cases still exists.
For a typical language a very small percentage of syntactically correct
programs are also semantically correct. Thus we can signicantly reduce the
time of tests generating by providing more \intelligent" Iterator producing
less amount of semantically incorrect tests. Perhaps the Iterator should rely
on syntactic as well as semantics structure of the language.
Unfortunately the fulllment of n-state path coverage criteria for n greater
then 1 is diÆcult to check since it is diÆcult to verify which combinations of
states and ring tuples are possible. We also plan to address this problem in
our future research.
Practical experiments demonstrate that the negative test suite discovered
a relatively small amount of compiler errors. The preliminary experiments
showed that not only the violating constraint but the semantics context of an
error should be considered. Thus more powerful coverage notions for negative
test cases should be developed.
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